In this paper we present results from a study on the performance of humans and automatic controllers in a general remote navigation task. The remote navigation task is defined as driving a vehicle with nonholonomic kinematic constraints around obstacles toward a goal. We conducted experiments with humans and automatic controllers; in these experiments, the number and type of obstacles as well as the feedback delay was varied. Humans showed significantly more robust performance compared to that of a receding horizon controller. Using the human data, we then train a new human-like receding horizon controller which provides goal convergence when there is no uncertainty. We show that paths produced by the trained human-like controller are similar to human paths and that the trained controller improves robustness compared to the original receding horizon controller. 
Introduction
A significant proliferation of ''human in the control loop'' remotely navigated vehicles is occurring in our society today [1] . Several examples include the following: undersea oil and gas exploration robots swimming in the ocean miles below their human navigators [2] , UAVs flying missions half a world away from their human supervisors [3] , and bomb disposal robots being remotely navigated by police o cers in the next room [4] , and many other real [5, 6] and research applications [7, 8] .
Although not remote, modern automobiles are another example of a system with humans in a navigation control loop who receive increasingly sophisticated support from onboard controllers [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The level of human involvement in the navigation tasks varies between these applications, but in all instances, there is a human in the navigation control loop because a purely automatic controller is not capable of performing the task solo [14] . This fact led us to ask two questions: first, what can we learn from studying human remote navigation that can be applied to fully automatic navigation, and second, what can we learn about human performance of the remote navigation task that will help researchers design smarter controllers for systems where a human will be in the navigation control loop. These important questions were stud- * E-mail: crburns2@illinois.edu † E-mail: francesw@cyrus.psych.uiuc.edu ‡ E-mail: dusan@illinois.edu ied in the context of humans and automatic controllers participating in a representative remote navigation task.
Previous work has modeled human navigation and obstacle avoidance as the response of an automatic controller [15] [16] [17] or the solution of an optimization problem [18] . This work considered how humans navigate, either through free space or in the presence of obstacles. Researchers have collected human data and matched or compared it with theoretical results or with controllers designed to be human-like. The work was interdisciplinary and bridged psychology, human factors, and controls engineering, and it o ered ideas and inspiration for comparing a human's performance of a navigation task quantitatively with the performance of an automatic controller. Two of these studies considered avoidance of convex obstacles, but little work has been done to characterize human navigation around non-convex obstacles, which was surprising since most real world navigation tasks require vehicles to avoid non-convex obstacles. For example, the rooms of a house being searched by a bomb disposal robot, or the canyons of a mountain range being explored by an undersea robot would both present nonconvex obstacles. Because of the prevalence of non-convex obstacles we chose to study them explicitly. We needed a framework su ciently rich to capture the basic constraints of the`real world' navigation task, while also being simple enough to allow meaningful identification and modelling of human behaviors. We considered driving a vehicle with nonlinear nonholonomic kinematic constraints with bounded control inputs through a course with convex and concave obstacles toward a goal. The nonlinear vehicle model and concave obstacles made the analysis broadly relevant as many remote navigation tasks are a concatenation of these elements.
Based on this framework, we conducted experiments with human subjects acting as drivers and providing the control inputs for the vehicle. We also did a series of experiments with automatic navigation controllers.These experiments revealed two main facts. First, the automatic controllers worked well in the absence of uncertainty, although when uncertainty was introduced, performance degraded much more rapidly for the automatic control than it did for human operators. Second, humans seemed to complete the navigation task di erently from automatic controllers as evidenced by the fact that human paths do not look like automatic controller paths.
From these observations we developed two broad goals: first, to formulatea provably feasible and provably convergent controller that handles the same general navigation task given to humans, and second, to train the controller to perform the navigation task in a human-like way.
Our work showed that humans handle non-convex obstacles very well. Thus to train a human-like controller to capture human-like performance, it was essential to have an automatic controller formulation that could deal with non-convex obstacles. In general, the simple dynamic control models previously used to capture human like behavior in [15] [16] [17] [18] were unable to deal with non-convex obstacles so a more powerful automatic controller needed to be considered. We selected a receding horizon controller built on the collision avoidance work of [19] and extended it to handle non-convex obstacles. Stability analysis for receding horizon controllers in general [20] and guiding vehicles around convex obstacles in particular has been presented in [19, 21] . These stability guarantees all relied on the basic idea of adding a contractive constraint to the receding horizon controller formulation that contracts an error function. In this paper we adopted a similar approach. Our guarantees are also similar to those found in [22, 23] in the sense that we provide feasibility and convergence results for a receding horizon controller guiding an input constrained vehicle around non-convex obstacles toward a goal. However our guarantees are di erent because we have a di erent model, di erent input constraints and di erent proof approach than that o ered in [22, 23] . The di erence is also due to our interest in ''bounded convergence'' and not stability in the classical sense of Lyapunov, as considered in [23] .
This paper is divided into seven sections. Section 1 is an introduction and literature review. Section 2 looks at humans acting as the navigation controller and explains our methods for testing. Section 3 develops the receding horizon controller stability guarantees and tests this controller on the same conditions given to humans. In Section 4, we present a modification to the receding horizon controller's objective function which allows us to train the controller to make human-like decisions, and we carry out this training in Section 5. In Section 6, we o er analysis of the path similarity between the trained human-like controller and the humans themselves. In Section 7, we provide conclusions and discuss future research directions.
The Human as Navigator
To test human remote navigation we designed an experiment that presented humans with the important navigation challenges we identified in the Introduction. The experiment was then coded in Matlab as a modular simulator which supported scenario iteration and batch testing. The simulator was also designed to batch test automatic controllers on the same scenarios given to humans.
Simulator
The simulator allowed us to analyze the human's behavior as important parameters and environmental options were varied. A map module held map definitions with non-convex and convex obstacles constructed from line segments and vertices. The vehicle plant module was composed of two blocks: one accepted a mathematical model of the vehicle along with input saturation limits, the other was an uncertainty block. The uncertainty was a time delay unknown to the human navigator. Taken together, the vehicle model and uncertainty block became the vehicle plant module. The controller module contained the human operator who was fed information about the vehicle's state from the vehicle's plant module and relevant obstacle data from the map module. This information was provided to the human navigator as an overhead view of the map with extents that included the vehicle, obstacles, and goal. The controller module output a control command for the vehicle. All the modules were flexible and could be changed for various scenarios. The simulator is depicted in Figure 1 and Figure 3 which shows a human navigator and a screen shot. For additional information on the simulator see [24] . 
The Vehicle Model
For this study, we asked humans to provide commands for a vehicle which has a nonholonomic kinematic constraint, meaning it could only move in the direction it was pointing. In robotics literature, such a model was sometimes called a 'unicycle model'. We used a discrete-time unicycle model [25] which we will refer to as the "vehicle model" and which is given by
In the above model x cor k , y cor k and θ k are vehicle position and heading coordinates which belong to a continuous domain but were computed at discrete-time instances k. The above equations will be written in the compact form: upper bounds on its maximum velocity and turn rate, the command inputs given by the human were also saturation limited. The command limits used are expressed as follows:
The vehicle moved in a 2-dimensional space defined by the map.
Maps
The four maps used in the study were selected to represent tasks with increasing di culty for the human navigator. Both concave and convex obstacles were tested; the four maps are shown in Figure 2 . The blue dotted circles are the starting regions where the starting location initial conditions (ICs) for the human navigators and controllers were located. For the human experiments, the ICs chosen all lay on a diameter of the circle which was roughly perpendicular to a line stretched to the goal. The green dot in the lower right hand corner denotes the goal. 
Delay
In addition to varying di culty maps, we introduced quantifiable uncertainty by adding delay to the vehicle plant. The vehicle model, which is the conception of the vehicle held by the human operator's mind, was fixed. The vehicle plant, which is the actual vehicle in the simulation, had an input delay attached to it. When set to a nonzero value, this time delay meant the actual vehicle plant would not respond the way our operator expected.
To quantify and understand the navigation data, two performance metrics were defined. Success rate (robustness) was the average percent probability of success for a human operator facing a particular navigation task. Completion time was the average time that a human takes to successfully guide the vehicle to the goal. These measures could be used to compare the relative di culty of two tasks or the relative performance of human operators, as experimental conditions, such as map or uncertainty are varied.
Testing Procedure
Eleven subjects participated in the experiment generating 1056 IC to goal paths.Each subject was given a practice session to learn the nonholonomic constraints of the vehicle and how to use the joystick to drive the vehicle to the goal while avoiding the obstacles.The subject continued practice until s/he completed five consecutive runs without obstacle collision; then the actual testing session started. These practice sessions had no feedback delay and served as a learning period for humans allowing them to conceptualize the vehicle model without time delay. Allowing this conceptualization to form before testing began kept humans on equal terms with the controllers we tested in later sections of this paper, which were given the mathematical vehicle model, equation (1) . On each of the four maps the subject was given four ICs.
For each IC, each subject attempted 6 runs to the goal; two at zero delay, two at 0.2 seconds of delay and two at 0.4 seconds of delay.
The humans were instructed to drive the vehicle to the goal with two ranked priorities in mind: first, to avoid collisions with obstacles, and second, to reach the goal as quickly as possible. The subjects were informed that sometimes there would be unknown but fixed time delays which could make completion of the task more challenging.
Results for the Human Navigator
The human data for maps three and four is shown in Figure 4 a & b.
These were the paths created by all the subjects with no uncertainty, i.e. zero delay. The human path data was recorded as an x-y trajectory and a velocity. In Figure 4 c & d we show two representative human paths from map three. The top view shows the x-y path. Tipped on its side, the velocity of the vehicle at each instant is recorded as the vertical path height. These two paths started o slow and sped up to about 1/2 of the vehicle maximum velocity. The averaged success rate and completion time data for the human navigators are shown in Figure 5 .
A 3 delays X 2 obstacle number X 2 obstacle type ANOVA [26] The data first shows that humans were less successful and slower as the delay increased. Second, humans were slower as the number of obstacles increased, although their success rate remained una ected. Third, people tended to be slower for concave than convex obstacles, but the success rates were comparable.
Automatic Receding Horizon Controller as Navigator
In this section, experiments with automatic receding horizon navigation controllers were conducted in a fashion similar to that used with humans in the previous section. The controller we used needed to be capable of handling the same navigation task given to the humans; based on this criterion we identified five essential controller properties: 1. Capable of prediction in order to plan the best route based on map information, vehicle model, and present state.
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2. Capable of handling convex, non-convex obstacles and a nonlinear vehicle model. No receding horizon controller was available in the literature which met all the specifications, thus requiring a new formulation.
The Receding Horizon ControllerFormulation
Receding horizon controllers are powerful and flexible, anticipating the future to plan the best path and capable of handling nonlinear vehicle models. To formulate a receding horizon control, a plant is given and an objective function is designed to capture a desired performance metric.An optimization package is then used to produce a set of control commands that minimize this function over a finite time horizon while satisfying constraints, if they have been given.Once a minimizing control has been found it is applied to the plant in an open-loop fashion for a period of time, called the execution horizon, n, which is shorter than the computation horizon, N. At the end of the execution horizon, the plant state is sampled, a new minimizing control input is computed, and the whole process repeated.In this way, receding horizon control is a feedback control strategy [27] . To guarantee that the vehicle will converge to the goal a contractive constraint can be imposed requiring the controller to produce a command which leads to the contraction of a goal distance error function [20] . Such a contractive constraint was added to the receding horizon formulation and the constraint had two important properties. First, it is not tight; the constraint deals with the next execution horizon not just the next step, giving the controller maximum flexibility in how it satisfies the constraint. Practically this means the vehicle doesn't always have to move toward the goal for the contractive constraint to be satisfied. The vehicle's behavior is often governed by the objective function and the terms designed to render human-like behavior, and not by the contractive constraint. The second important property of the contractive constraint is continuous feasibility over a space with non-convex obstacles. The formulation places a Dijkstra algorithm in the constraint facilitating the proof of convergence.
It is important to note that Dijkstra functions have a long history of use in solving navigation problems; one example being [28] .
The nonlinear vehicle model being controlled is given in equation (1) . All control inputs u k must satisfy u k ∈ U, where U is a convex compact set which defines the set of all admissible control inputs (for a computation horizon of length N). For example, the inputs in our model are absolute value bounded (with the same bounds used in Section 2): 
, may be any scalar function dependent on U N (x k ), and X N (x k ). For example, in this section, the objective function is a costto-go term that measures or approximates the cost for the vehicle to move from the end of the computation horizon to the goal.
A general form of the receding finite time horizon optimal control problem, denoted as P(k), starting from the initial conditionx k at time k, can be stated as follows:
The formulation in (2) was subject to a set of constraints. Equality constraints, h (·) = 0, representing the system model in equation (1) required that the solutions be kinematically feasible over a finite computation horizon N. Obstacle constraints, g(k, i) ≤ 0, required the computed path to not intersect an obstacle. The problem was solved over the computation horizonN, but only n commands were implemented before the solution was recomputed from the new location.The execution horizon n satisfied n < N.
To clarify the notation that will follow, two new indices are introduced.
A new sequence, {k}, will be defined as a subsequence of {k}. The {k} subsequence contains the values of k at which time the optimizer re-computes the solution. The solution is recomputed every time an execution horizon finishes, thusk takes values at 0, n, 2n, 3n, and so on. The computation horizon for a single solution will bek + 1 tô k +N. The optimizer is planning into the future N steps, by choosing a command set U N and matching state set X N . The x k s in X N are future states, predicted on the current real location xk . Thus we write them as: xk +i |k for i = { 1 , ... , N }. We introduce a final sequence, { ℓ }, which will indicate the number of times the optimizer has run. Thuŝ
Obstacles
To ensure that computation of the Dijkstra algorithm is feasible, we require the obstacles, convex or non-convex, to be represented (or over bounded) by a closed shape with boundaries consisting of straight line segments and vertices. This requirement is not restrictive because these shapes with a finite number of edges and vertices can be found to approximate a closed two dimensional path to any desired level of accuracy; so long as the path is continuous, and continuously di erentiable except at a finite number of points, and has a finite number of inflections. Many algorithms have been proposed for path polygonization, the one in [29] is given as a reference. For any given map let m vert be the number of vertices required to over bound all obstacles to a satisfactory degree of accuracy. If the obstacles are made up only of straight lines and vertices then m vert will simply equal the total number of obstacle vertices appearing in the domain.
As in [22, 23] the basis of our convergence proof will be the contraction of a special function called distance to goal, which is computed according to the Dijkstra algorithm.
The Dijkstra algorithm is a simple but powerful method of computing the shortest collision free distance to the goal from any point in a map with a finite number of obstacles and obstacle vertices. It was introduced in [30] and a formal mathematical statement can be found in [31] . Simplified it may be stated as:
1. Place points (call them nodes) at the vertices of all obstacle segments, the present vehicle location and the goal.
2. Compute the Euclidian distances between each node and every other node. If an edge passes through an obstacle, its cost is set to infinity.
3. Compute the shortest path through the nodes from the current vehicle location node to the goal node. This path cost is the sum of the edge lengths
Our simulation code has been written according to the three steps, 1-3 above, and returns the length of the shortest straight line path to the goal as a function of the position state, V (x pos k ).
Moving in a direction that V decreases always results in a motion toward the goal, even when behind a non-convex obstacle. The function is also continuous, though not smooth. Dijkstra comes at some cost; computation is more expensive than a simple distance norm and global knowledge of the environment is assumed. Plotting V (x pos k ) on a map with two non-convex obstacles results in Figure 6 .
A Contractive Constraint
The role of a contractive constraint is to contract a function of the goal distance. The distance to the goal is not a function of the vehicle's heading, and furthermore the vehicle heading is always bounded by 2π. Thus we concern ourselves only with the vehicle location state. The contractive constraint requires that the maximum error on the present execution horizon be less than or equal to the maximum error on the previous execution horizon.
The constraint is expressed by the inequality:
where c is between zero and one. For the first computation, when history is not available and max j∈{0,...,n}
)} does not exist, V (x pos 0 )+ n ∆tv will be substituted. This can be thought of as an upper bound to the position error on a previous horizon if a previous horizon had existed. The optimal way of solving the navigation problem is to require the vehicle to always make the greatest progress toward the goal that is possible. In a world of non-convex obstacles this may not be feasible or such a path may be undesirably aggressive. The constraint in (3) is less restrictive, it requires contraction from one horizon to the next, not for each new vehicle location.
Having introduced the contractive constraint we can state the convergent constrained version of the receding horizon control problem, P SC (k), starting from initial conditions x k at time k as:
where g c (k, n, c) ≤ 0 represents the convergent contractive constraint given in (3). 
Feasibility and Convergence of the Receding Horizon Controller
To guarantee thatthe vehicle reached the goal (feasibility/convergence) and that along the way maximum goal error was finite (boundedness), we needed to show that for every point in the domain a solution existed which satisfied the constraints and that satisfying the constraints meant the vehicle must ultimately converge to the goal. The following assumptions were needed to accomplish the task: 
A4 The receding horizon controller can either satisfy (3) for c < 1 directly, OR if that is not possible it may move the vehicle to a new node with lower distance-to-goal than the position it started from.

A5
The coordinates of the goal lie at the origin.
A6 An over bound for the total number of obstacle vertices exists and is denoted by m vert .
Assumption (A1) is true by definition of the Dijkstra algorithm, (A2) can be added as a constraint condition to the receding horizon controller formulation, (A3) will be satisfied by selecting the appropriate domain and contraction coe cient, (A4) can be enforced as a constraint in the receding horizon formulation. The impact of (A4) is explained in the convergence guarantee which follows. Assumption (A5) can always be realized through a coordinate transformation and (A6) is not restrictive as explained in Section 3.2.
With these assumptions in place the guarantees are formulated as follows.
Guarantee of Feasibility:
The Dijkstra distance measure will always decrease in a direction that avoids obstacles (A1). It is always feasible on one execution horizon to point in the direction of maximally decreasing V (x pos k )(A2). After turning to a point in this direction it is always feasible for the vehicle to move a distance of at least c V (x pos k )(A3). The only time this is not feasible is when motion results in the vehicle reaching an obstacle vertex before travelling the full ∆ tv distance. In that case the second half of (A4) is satisfied; see Figure 7 . Thus feasibility is assured under A1-A4. 
Guarantee of Boundedness
Testing the Receding Horizon Controller
To compare the receding horizon controller to the human operators, we used the simulator developed for human testing. To do this, it was important that the input given to (by) the receding horizon controller be comparable to that given to (by) the human operator.
The humans were presented with an overhead view that showed all obstacles and the goal. The Dijkstra cost-to-go employed by the receding horizon controller e ectively used data from the entire map to compute the shortest straight line path to the goal. The humans were instructed to avoid obstacles as their primary concern and as a secondary objective to reach the goal as quickly as possible. Following similar priorities, the receding horizon controller was constrained away from obstacles then optimized the time to reach the goal. The saturation limits for turn rate and driving speed used for the humans were also used for the receding horizon controller.
In a similar way that human performance was measured, we measured performance of the automatic controller. Traditionally, robustness in mathematical terms is a relation between task performance (stability of the system) and environmental perturbations or model uncertainty. Some closed form controllers admit direct computation of robustness measures (such as phase margin -a measure related to permissible feedback delay before instability). An open form controller, such as the receding horizon controller, does not permit such direct computation of robustness. Similar to the way success rate was measured for human navigators, success rate (robustness) of the receding horizon controller was measured as the percentage of solutions which reached the goal, averaged over many simulator runs. Completion time was recorded as the average time required for a successful solution to reach the goal.
Simulator Results for the Receding Horizon Controller
The receding horizon controller was run 200 times for zero delay on all four maps. About 100 of the zero delay paths on maps three and four were shown in Figure 8 a & b. Two individual paths which represent some of the smoother trajectories from map three were shown in c & d. When there is no uncertainty (zero delay), the receding horizon controller performed impressively; most vehicle paths showed nearly constant travel at maximum speed. For zero delay the controller had a 100% success rate: no collisions occurred, even on map four.
Designing a Human Inspired Receding Horizon Controller
To compare the performance of the receding horizon controller to humans, the same 4 ICs given to humans were tested on the receding horizon controller as well. The results are shown in Figure 9 . A 2 controller (receding horizon controller vs human) X 3 delay ANOVA was run on the success rate and on the completion time. For the success rate, there was a main e ect of controller (F(1, 90)=15.88, p<.001), of the delay (F(2, 90)=7.32, p<.001), and a significant interaction between the two factors (F(2, 90)=4.56, p<.01).For the mean completion time of the successful runs, there was a significant main e ect of controller (F(1, 76)=166.93, p<.001), of the delay (F(2, 76)=21.89, p<.001), and an interaction between the two factors (F(2, 76)=26.31, p<.001). This data showed that overall humans are slower than the receding horizon controller but have a higher success rate in reaching the goal without collision. Moreover, humans were less a ected by the delay than the receding horizon controller.
A careful examination of the data showed that the types of paths chosen by the humans were di erent from those chosen by the receding horizon controller. Figures 4 and 8 c and d reveal that humans tended to choose paths that swept wide around obstacles and they did not tend to drive at maximum speed all the time. The optimizing receding horizon controller tended to choose aggressive paths that called for rapid movements, high speed, and close approaches to obstacles. These paths were exactly the kind of aggressive paths we expected to see from a controller trying to minimize time to reach the goal, as was the receding horizon controller. The time to reach the goal, averaged across all maps, was almost 2 seconds faster for the receding horizon controller than for the human.
Because the original receding horizon controller paths were di erent from their human counterparts and because of the success rate disparity, an attempt was made to train a new human-like receding horizon controller that would capture some of the features observed in the human paths. This was a much more complex task than designing a path following controller.The new human-like controller was trained not to follow human paths but to behave like the human, selecting similar strategies and paths when given similar circumstances.
The training of a human-like receding horizon controller started with the basic receding horizon controller from Section 2 which nominally drove the vehicle toward the goal without collision. Then a collection of weighting terms (that are functions of parameters Θ) was added to the objective function which were adjusted by the training algorithm. The weighting terms were designed with the generation of human-like behavior in mind. The range over which the parameters produced acceptable results was determined before training began.For each setting of the parameters, the human-like controller drove the vehicle toward the goal, the generated path was compared to the human path being trained against, and an error for that parameter set was calculated. The goal of training was to minimize this error. The performance of the trained human-like receding horizon controller is compared to the original receding horizon controller and to the humans' own paths in Section 6.
Figure 8. Sample of receding horizon controller paths. Top: Path data from maps three (a) and four (b), for zero delay. Bottom: Two receding horizon controller paths. In (c) a top view is shown, in (d) the side view shows vehicle speed, the controller dictates travel at constant speed most of the way to the goal.
Structure of the Human-Like controller
The objective function weighing terms were themselves functions of one or more parameters. Developing the correct weighting terms was crucial to the success of the training process. First, the human data was examined and three main characteristics of the human behavior that di ered from the receding horizon controller were identified. These behaviors were speed limiting, stop-to-turn, and sweeping wide around obstacles. Second, weighting terms for the objective function which resulted in human-like behavior from the receding horizon controller were designed. The following discussion articulates the underlying motivation behind the weighting terms' construction. 
The Speed Limit Weighing Term
Because the original receding horizon controller was working to minimize the distance to the goal on each computation horizon, it frequently drove the vehicle at the maximum velocity. It is observed that humans often chose not to drive as quickly as the controller. In order to give the receding horizon controller a chance to adopt human-like speeds, a speed limit weighing term was added to the objective function. Unlike a constraint, such as ''no obstacle collisions,'' which must always be satisfied, a weighing term is one of several competing values in the receding horizon controller objective. The relative importance of this weighing term and the shape of its interaction with the chosen velocity command were both controlled by a parameter. This flexibility meant the training algorithm could iteratively`zero in' on parameter values that best approximated the behavior of the human path being used for training. The speed limiting weight was designed around a sigmoid function which steeply increases the penalty for speeds above the speed limit, Θ 2 . The multiplier,Θ 1 , adjusted how much penalty was assessed.
Thus, the Speed Limit weighting term took the following form:
In Figure 10 a human path that exhibits variable speed is shown along with the sigmoid function and the desired e ect on the human-like receding horizon controller's path.
The Obstacle Avoidance Weighting Term
Many human paths exhibited a tendency to sweep wide around the obstacles. The receding horizon controller tended to drive aggressively close to the obstacle vertices, Figure 8 . To give the human-like controller the ability to learn from the human's more cautious behavior,an Obstacle Avoidance weighing term was designed which penalizes nearness of approach to obstacles in order to produce human-like avoidance behavior: 
The Stop-to-Turn Weighting Term
Many human paths exhibited a tendency to stop before executing a turn. The original receding horizon controller almost never chose this behavior: instead, it drove nearly full speed while turning. To give the trained human-like controller an opportunity to imitate this human tendency, a weighting term was developed which can produce this behavior. The Stop-to-Turn weighing term multiplied the forward velocity command with the turning command; ifΘ 5 is large, the human-like controller was strongly encouraged to stop forward motion before it executed a turn.Thus, the Stop-to-Turn weighting term is given by: 
The New Human-LikeObjective Function
The new human-like receding horizon controller formulation had the same constraints as the original receding horizon controller but the new objective function contained the three weighting terms we developed. The new objective function was formulated as follows:
The feasibility and convergence guarantees (Subsection 3.2) were independent of the objective function and still held for the new human-like receding horizon controller.
Training the Human-Like Receding Horizon Controller
With the structure of the human-like receding horizon controller established, training of the parameters was the next challenge. The overall goal was two-fold, the first of which was to find a collection of parameter sets that characterized all human strategies expressed in the zero delay human path data. This was done by training one human-like controller for each homotopic path group (defined in Section 5.2). The second objective was to find one human-like receding horizon controller realization that best reproduced all human behaviors on all maps. ''Best'' in the sense of being able to produce automatic behavior with lowest error measured relative to the median human behavior. The criterion for successfully creating a general human-like controller was for that controller to produce paths with lower error relative to median human paths than the average error of all human paths to their own medians. Analysis in Section 6 shows that this was achieved.
Because the human data encoded a variety of di erent human choices and strategies for each scenario, designing a training method was nontrivial. A two-step approach was adopted and is explained in the following subsections. First, a method to capture the human strategy expressed in a single path with a human-like receding horizon controller was developed; second, many human-like receding horizon controllers were trained and evaluated on aggregated human path data; ultimately, the best performer was selected as the final winner.
Trainingfrom a Single Human Path
To train the human-like receding horizon controller from a single human path a metric was needed by which to compare the human path and the new path generated by the human-like controller. Comparing two temporally parameterized paths extended in m-dimensional space, which have varying velocities, is generally considered a di cult problem and one without a unique solution [32, 33] . Two common path comparison metrics, the Hausdor [34, 35] distance and the Fréchet [36] [37] [38] distance are maximum distance measures, returning a value based only on the greatest distance between one point on each path. A summing method, such as Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [39] , seemed more appropriate for the purpose of capturing the level of similarity between two paths. DTW works well for matching features between curves that occur at di erent times by remapping the time domain. Because the obstacles were fixed in space, choosing to use a comparison metric that remapped features could return a comparison for paths that were no longer feasible. Thus traditional DTW was not a good choice; this led us to develop a similar integrative method.
The components/dimensions of our path are x-position, y-position, heading, and velocity. One method was to define the error metric in the x-y plane as the integration of the area between the human path and the human-like receding horizon controller path. Because of the vehicle constraint, the heading must be tangent to the path; thus this metric would capture a little more than two of the four dimensions. This simple x-y error metric was unsatisfying because velocity data is ignored. Thus to capture the impact of velocity in the error metric, the vehicle path was considered in three spatial dimensions where the third dimension is velocity.
The three-dimensional representation of the path was normalized by placing N points along the path at evenly spaced intervals. The three-dimensional path distance between any two points was pathaelength/N. This normalization was executed for both paths to be compared and the error metric was defined as the sequential sum of the 3D Euclidian distances between the points of each normalized path.
The uniformly resampled path was path N 1 = resampleN(path 1 ).
The path error was defined as follows:
where the two-norm for vectors is defined as usual to be
This error metric has no units and was useful as a comparison not an absolute measure.
A training procedure that adjusts the parameters was then formulated around the goal of minimizing the path error between a human training path and the path generated by the controller being trained.
The Training Procedure (see Figure 13 ): Figure 13 . Flowchart showing training process.
1. Select a human IC and path to use as training data.
2. Select new set of tuning parameters for the human-like controller.
3. Give the human-like controller the obstacles and IC where the human training path originates.
4. Run the human-like controller to generate a path to the goal.
5. Compare the human-like controller's path with the actual human path to generate an error value.
6. If number of iterations has reached a maximum exit loop or if error has fallen to threshold value exit loop.
7. Return to step 2.
In this way the training algorithm adjusted the parameters looking for a controller realization that produced a path that well matched the human path. The training was done using the MatLab patternsearch function, with the following argument settings: 'CompletePoll', 'on', 'TolFun',1e-3,'TolCon',1e-3,'MaxFunEvals', 200. The patternsearch algorithm is a non-gradient based decent algorithm [40] . For this experiment the threshold value was set below 1, meaning that the training always ran until the maximum number of iterations had been reached.
Identifying the Homotopic Groups in the Human Data
The human path data was rich in variety; thus determining a reasonable procedure to select the human paths, to use as training data required consideration. The human paths fell into natural groupings depending on which direction the operator drove around each obstacle. It did not make sense to average together paths that choose opposite sides of the obstacle, as the resulting path might pass directly through the obstacle even if none of the individual paths did. Paths were thus divided into 'homotopic groups' where all paths per group take the same general route so that any convex weighted combination (average) of the paths in a group was collision-free.
A homotopic group was defined as a collection of paths that followed a similar route to the goal. They were homotopic to each other, meaning they shared the property of being related to each other through continuous collision-free deformations, such as bending and stretching [30] . Thus, as shown in Figure 14 , with one obstacle there were 2 homotopic groups and with two obstacles there were four homotopic groups.
An example of a homotopic group is shown in Figure 15 . To carry out the analysis, all paths were discretized in three spatial dimensions (two position dimensions and velocity) into 200 equally-spaced points. All the paths from a given homotopic group, N Tg , were averaged together, point by point, to give the average path,x
The median human path,x Tg (i) was selected as the human path with the lowest summed Euclidian distance between its 200 points and the 200 points of the average path -that is, it had the lowest path error:
Where j is the argument minimizing: As mentioned earlier, each of our four maps hadfour initial conditions that were given to the human operators; there were two maps with one obstacle and two maps with two obstacles. Thus there were a total of 48 homotopic groups. The human data showed that only 36 of the 48 groups were used (i.e., each of these homotopic groups contained at least one human path that reached the goal). For each of the 36 used groups, a human-like receding horizon controller was trained. The training path was the median human path from each group.
Training a Human-Like Receding Horizon Controller for Each Homotopic Group
Following the procedure outlined in Section 5.1, a human-like receding horizon controller was trained on each of the homotopic groups of the human data. The resulting controller realizations are listed in Table 1 . The group number on the far left is the homotopic group. The Quality of Fit was the final error between the human-like receding horizon controller path and the human median path being used for training:
For the purpose of training, upper and lower bounds (ub, lb) Figure 17 , the median human paths (blue) and the trained human-like receding horizon controller paths (orange) are shown for six of the homotopic groups.
As shown in the histogram in Figure 16 , most of the trained controllers resulted in a Quality of Fit roughly equal to 400. Homotopic groups 3 and 13 (from Figure 17 ) both had fit qualities close to 400. It should be noted that groups in Figure 17 did not show the third dimension of velocity, which did impact Quality of Fit. Group 34 is presented as an example of the worst Quality of Fit among all the trained controllers.
The Stop-to-Turn parameter was frequently not expressed (trains to zero), but when it is, there are two modes, high and low. This modality suggested that humans either drove smoothly or drove with a stop-andgo strategy. Group 13, shown in Figure 17 , had the highest Stop-toTurn parameter value of any trained human-like receding horizon controller; the e ect was seen in the sharp angular path.
Selecting the "Best'' Human-Like Receding Horizon Controller
To identify a single "best'' human-like controller, the 36 trained controllers were graded against one another and then given a performance test with the simulator and graded again. First 16 controllers were selected by keeping only the human-like realization that had the best Quality of Fit for each initial condition (there were 4) and each map (there were 4).The finalist controllers are highlighted in blue in Table 1 . Retabulating the histograms for just the 16 finalist controllers resulted in Figure 18 . The 16 finalist controllers were then each run from the 4 ICs on all 4 maps. The controller's path error was computed relative to the human median path that resulted in the lowest error. In other words, each finalist controller path was compared to the nearest human median path.The overall performance of each finalist controller was measured as its average error across all 16 of its runs. The winning controller with the lowest overall error was the one which most consistently produced behavior that matched at least one human median solution for each map and IC combination.
All the computations were carried out on a main frame computer using multithreaded Matlab. The winning controller was the one trained on homotopic group# 28; the path was shown in Figure 17 . This winning controller will be called the human-like receding horizon controller.
Simulation Results for the Human-Like Receding Horizon Controller
To compare the human-like receding horizon controller to the humans and the original receding horizon controller, paths were generated for each delay on each map. Some paths from maps three and four were shown in Figure 19 . To compare to the humans, the same 4 ICs given to humans were tested on the human-like controller. The completion time and success rate for this test is displayed in Figure 20 . 
Analysis
Two goals were presented in Section 1. The first goal, to formulate a provably feasible and provably convergent controller that handles the same general navigation task given to humans, was accomplished in Sections 2 & 3. The success in achieving the second goal, training the baseline controller to perform the navigation task in a human-like way, is analyzed in subsections 6.1 & 6.2. A quantitative comparison is made among the paths taken by humans, the original receding horizon controller and the human-like controller and it is shown that the humanlike receding horizon controller is more robust than the original receding horizon controller.
Analysis of the Controller Paths
One way of comparing the controllers to one another was to assess the similarities and di erences between the paths they generate for the same initial conditions. This is fundamentally di erent than comparing the controllers based on their relative performance (Subsections 6.2) and thus gives an additional degree of insight. For each initial starting point that had been given to the humans, the original controller and the human-like controller were allowed to generate their own path to the goal. The controller's path would follow one of the available homotopic path groups from that IC to the goal. The path variance (or error) was defined as the di erence between a path taken by the controller (receding horizon or human-like receding horizon) and the median human path from the same homotopic group. This analysis was carried out for zero delay. The human's own path variance (or error), H Tg var , for a given homotopic group was computed as follows:
This was a measure of the variability between the human median paths and all the other human paths from the same homotopic group. For humans, this was averaged across the homotopic groups originating from a given IC. Figure 21 shows the three comparisons side by side.
This comparison was carried out for each IC on each map, meaning that each of the three comparisons generates a total of 16 values. These are shown in Table 2 and plotted in Figure 22 . Taken together, the analysis showed that when there was zero delay, the paths generated by the human-like receding horizon controller were closer to the human median path than other human paths, while the original receding horizon controller generated paths farther away from the human median path. These results suggest that the weighting functions designed in Section 4 to capture human like path characteristics were, by this measure, successful in creating human-like paths. However, humans were more a ected by the delay than both the original and the human-like controllers, generating paths more dissimilar to their own zero delay median paths than the two controllers did. These results suggest that the characteristics of human steering captured by the controllers trained with the zero delay condition may not generalize to the delay trials.
Analysis of the Controllers' Performance
In training the human-like controller the goal was to produce paths that were similar to the human paths. The design of the weights and the training algorithm considered this as the only objective. Success rate and completion time were never explicitly mentioned. Now the question remains, does the human-like controller which is capturing human-like path behavior (Subsection 6.1), show signs of being human-like in its performance as well?
The performance data for all three controllers is presented in Figure Table 2 .
This analysis shows that the human-like receding horizon controller outperformed the human operators, both in terms of percentage of successful runs and in terms of time to reach the goal. The trained humanlike controller was also more tolerant of the delay than the human operators. When compared with the original controller, the human-like receding horizon controller was significantly better in terms of success rate and was less a ected by the delay, although it was significantly slower in time to reach the goal. Thus by training the objective function, but without explicitly considering delay, we realized an increase in success rate compared to the original controller.
Conclusions and Future Work
In the Introduction we laid out two broad goals for our work. The first was to learn from the study of humans how to improve fully autonomous remote navigation. The second was to glean insight that will allow better controllers to be designed for the situation where there is a human in the remote navigation control loop. We revisit these goals now to consider what contributions our work has made in these areas.
Contributions to Fully Autonomous Navigation
1. Simple time/distance optimizing controllers are less robust than human-like controllers: The original receding horizon control created paths that ran aggressively close to the obstacles. As long as there was no uncertainty, this behavior was fine and produced good completion time and success rate results. When uncertainty in the form of unmolded feedback delay was introduced, however, performance dropped significantly. The lesson here for application to autonomous navigators is that broader context needs to be considered before making a simple choice to optimize path length or completion time.
2. Robustness for a receding horizon controller can be improved by making changes only to the objective function:
In our study, the only di erence between the original and human-like receding horizon controller was found in the objective function. We showed that statistically significant improvements in robustness to delay uncertainty could be achieved simply by making contextually smart additions to the objective function. In particular we designed three new terms: obstacle avoidance, speed limit and stop-to-turn.
3.
A method for training a receding horizon controller to perform the navigation task in a human-like way, was developed: The controller formulation, the training procedure we employ, the specific terms we designed for addition to the objective function, and the path comparison metric are all developments unique to this work. It should be noted that while they are unique, they are also inspired by much similar work, noted in the citations given throughout the text. The method we develop (for training a receding horizon controller from human path data to perform the navigation task) stands complete, produces statistically significant learning (as measured by improvement from the baseline and greater similarity of paths to humans), and captures human-like behavior.
Contribution to Systems with Humans in the Navigation Control Loop
The human-like controller we developed can be used to approximate certain aspects of human behavior: The outputs of the human-like controller could be used by a researcher for inexpensive design iteration and prediction of human reaction to certain driving scenarios without having to use human subjects. Interestingly, in this sense, our trained human-like controller performs the task better than we would desire. By creating a human-like controller that has better completion time and tighter path bundles than humans themselves our controller represents an over-achieving model of human behavior. In the future, to increase the similarity of the human-like controller to humans themselves uncertainty terms could be added to the human-like objective function.
Concluding Remarks and Future Work
In this paper a provably convergent receding horizon controller formulation that deals with obstacles is presented. Human navigation data was collected and compared to data from the receding horizon controller. Key di erences were noted and a human-like receding horizon controller was trained. We show through experiments and analysis that the human-like receding horizon controller indeed produces paths that are human-like. Moreover, the success rates of the human-like controller surpassed not only the baseline receding horizon controller but also the human operators, even under un-trained delay conditions. Future work will focus on characterizing human response to delay. Using the simulator and analysis tools developed in this paper we wish to investigate and quantify how human strategy and performance change as a function of feedback delay.
